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        The Australian Science Media Centre works to enhance the media’s coverage of science, for the benefit of all Australians. We run Scimex - the breaking science news portal for Australia and New Zealand - and provide the evidence and experts when science hits the headlines
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                    Helping experts handle online abuse

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC has developed an online toolkit to help experts both prepare for, and respond to, trolling and harassment online.
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                    Scimex to become 'new and improved'

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC will upgrade of our news portal Scimex thanks to a Digital Innovation Fund grant from the Walkley Foundation's Meta Australian News Fund.
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                    25 Jan 2024
                

                
                    Australia Day Ambassador

                

                
                    
                        The Australia Day Council has appointed AusSMC Chairman, Peter Yates AM, to be an Australia Day Ambassador for the 2024 Celebrations on 26 January, 2024.

                    
                    READ MORE
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                    19 Jan 2024
                

                
                    Collaborative journalism project

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC has been able to work with five news rooms on collaborative projects in 2023-24. Each newsroom is being matched with a range of experts from around the country who have deep expertise in the topic being explored.
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                    AusSMC CEO elected as ATSE Fellow

                

                
                    
                        The Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (ATSE) has elected AusSMC CEO, Dr Susannah Eliott, as a Fellow.
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                    Lyndal Byford awarded science prize

                

                
                    
                        We're proud to announce that our very own Lyndal Byford has been awarded the 2022 Unsung Hero of Australian Science Communication prize by the Australian Science Communicators (ASC).
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                    2023 CALD women in STEM workshops

                

                
                    
                        After a very successful pilot, we recently ran a new media training program for women in STEM from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds (CALD).
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                    27 Apr 2023
                

                
                    Indigenous Media Mentoring Program

                

                
                    
                        The next Indigenous Media Mentoring Program will take place at the Sydney studios of NITV/SBS on Wednesday 10th and Thursday 11th of April 2024.

                    
                    READ MORE
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                    Scimex labels for health stories

                

                
                    
                        COVID-19 led to a flood of misinformation in the media and the early release of huge numbers of research papers.
To help tackle this, we now include three simple, clear labels to be attached to any medical story on Scimex.
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        Our Briefings and Expert Reactions
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                                                                                    11 Apr 2024                            
                                                            Are gaming and computer use causing psychotic episodes in our kids?
                            
                                                                                                Canadian researchers checking up on the TV, computer, and video game use of kids during their teenage years suggest a potential link to psychotic experiences. T...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                                                    10 Apr 2024                            
                                                            EXPERT REACTION: Prof Peter Higgs, who proposed the 'God particle', has died aged 94
                            
                                                                                                Professor Peter Higgs, the Nobel prize-winning physicist who proposed the existence of the Higgs boson - also known as the 'God particle' - has died, aged 94. T...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                                                    03 Apr 2024                            
                                                            EXPERT REACTION: Tsunami warnings as earthquake hits Taiwan
                            
                                                                                                A 7.5 magnitude earthquake (as measured by the US Geological Survey) has hit Taiwan with tsunami warnings issued for Japan and the Philippines. Below, Australia...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                                                    28 Mar 2024                            
                                                            EXPERT REACTION: Common contraceptive hormone linked to increased brain tumour risk
                            
                                                                                                A French study has found that prolonged use of progesterone-like hormones which are found in some contraceptive injections and hormone treatments, are linked to...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                Emily Rice
            

            Senior Medical Reporter at Nine News Melbourne
"AusSMC is the leading and most trusted organisation for finding evidence-based scientific research relevant for mainstream Australia."
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                Tegan Taylor
            

            Health and Science Reporter at the ABC
"Love Scimex/AusSMC! You're my first go-to for story ideas and experts for commentary, and your Expert Reaction emails are a great way for me to get across an issue without a lot of legwork on my end. Thank you for all the work you do!"
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                Sue Dunlevy
            

            National Health Reporter at News Corp Australia
"The Science Media Centre is the brilliant and necessary intermediary that turns complex science into tasty tabloid morsels. Clever scientists can spend years of their lives working on amazing science breakthroughs that never get the notoriety they deserve because they are too complex for ordinary mortals to understand."
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                Rae Johnston
            

            Science & Technology Editor for NITV at SBS
"The AusSMC makes finding the right expert so simple - their hard work makes my job easy!"
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                Sarah Berry
            

            Lifestyle Health Editor, SMH and The Age
"The Australian Science Media Centre is a resource that I rely on. Each member of the team is knowledgeable, responsive and provides valuable assistance connecting journalists to the latest research and the relevant local experts. I can't endorse their service highly enough."
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        Scimex is the AusSMC’s science news portal for journalists.

        
        	[image: Injections of a drug derived from ketamine just after childbirth reduced the risk of depressive episodes for new mums experiencing depressive symptoms during pregnancy, according to international research. The team recruited 361 pregnant women without a medical history of depression who had mild depressive symptoms during pregnancy to test how esketamine - a drug derived from ketamine, which is commonly known as a party drug and a horse tranquiliser - impacted their symptoms after childbirth. The women were either injected with esketamine or a non-active placebo just after childbirth. After 42 days, 6.7% of the mothers in the esketamine group had experienced a major depressive episode, compared to 25.4% in the placebo group. The authors say that while it's not yet clear how these results would translate for women with pre-existing depression, low-dose esketamine should be considered as a way to support mothers with prenatal depression symptoms]Ketamine-based drug reduces depressive episodes in new mums

	[image: Following three years of intensive research, an international and Australian team of researchers has compiled the first ever ‘World Cybercrime Index’, which identifies the globe’s key cybercrime hotspots by ranking the most significant sources of cybercrime at a national level. The Index shows that a relatively small number of countries house the greatest cybercriminal threat. Russia tops the list, followed by Ukraine, China, the USA, Nigeria, and Romania. Australia comes in at number 34.]Global 'Cybercrime Index' ranks countries by cybercrime threat level

	[image: A new study proposes a novel theory of why listening to sad music can make us feel good.]Some of our favourite songs make us sad – and that could be why we like them

	[image: The first database of message sticks used in Indigenous Australia has been created, pulling together records and information on message sticks housed in museums and archives around the world. Message sticks are wooden objects used by First Nations Australians for communicating over long distances. The database contains images and any available information about origin and meaning for over 1,500 individual message sticks. Uniquely, the database is informed by the Indigenous Australian concept of Country and deliberately prioritises Indigenous knowledge. The authors say that, for the first time, knowledge about Australian message sticks can be evaluated as a single set, and they hope that the database will help Traditional Owners to identify and reconnect with ancestral knowledge.]Grouping the messenger: Indigenous Australian Message Stick Database launched

	[image: A new drug has been found to help reduce lung damage and increase survival rates in mice infected with influenza A. Severe influenza A infection can cause severe inflammation, lung injury and acute respiratory distress syndrome, for which there are currently no effective drug treatments, but this new drug, called UH15-38, reduced lung inflammation and helped stop mice from dying, even when given up to five days after infection with lab and pandemic strains of influenza A. The drug works on an enzyme called RIPK3 which is involved in necroptosis, a type of uncontrolled cell death that can be triggered by flu infections but is also involved in other inflammatory conditions.]A new drug helps prevent severe flu symptoms in mice

	[image: Researchers from the US, investigating the effect of psilocybin in the treatment of depression and anxiety, say that the mushroom-derived compound can cause a few adverse side effects, but are tolerable overall. The team analysed six previous high-level clinical trials involving 528 patients, and say the common side effects of psilocybin were headaches, nausea, anxiety, dizziness and fluctuating blood pressure, compared to other treatment options. Most of which disappeared within 48 hours, though, they add. The researchers believe that the side effects from the compound are likely tolerable, but rare and long-term adverse effects should be studied further.]Are there negatives to taking shroomies for the gloomys?

	[image: Canadian researchers checking up on the TV, computer, and video game use of kids during their teenage years suggest a potential link to psychotic experiences. The researchers say teens who played video games a lot and those who increased and then decreased their computer use during their teenage years were more likely to experience a psychotic episode - otherwise known as 'losing touch' with reality. The researchers found that this link lessened slightly for video gaming when they adjusted for mental health and interpersonal problems at age 12, but the link didn't change for computer use.]Are gaming and computer use causing psychotic episodes in our kids?

	[image: Living near greenspaces could help reduce the risk of early anxiety and depression in early childhood, according to international researchers. The team looked at data from 2,103 kids across the US and found that living near more greenspaces was associated with fewer internalising symptoms in early childhood (age 2-5), such as anxiety and depressive symptoms. They also found an association between more greenspaces and fewer externalising symptoms, such as rule-breaking and aggressive behaviour, although this association was weakened after accounting for socioeconomic factors. The team did not find the same associations in middle childhood (age 6-11), suggesting early childhood may be a particularly sensitive period for greenspace exposure.]Greenspace could be great for mental health in early childhood

	[image: A type of immune cell known as an interstitial macrophage, may be involved in the development of severe COVID-19, according to US research.  Interstitial macrophages are found deep in the lungs and are part of the body's way of protecting itself against invading bacteria and viruses. But when the researchers infected healthy human lung tissue with SARS-CoV-2 they found that the virus predominantly infected these immune cells. The immune cells then turned into virus producers themselves, and triggered a massive inflammatory reaction that was damaging and could also spread infection and inflammation to other organs, the authors say. The researchers also found that the virus uses an unusual route to get into these cells which could be a potential new target for drugs.]An immune cell in the lung may be an unexpected trigger for developing severe COVID-19

	[image: Non-perennial rivers, which stop flowing at some point each year, dominate surface water movement across Australia, yet monitoring the continued health of these vital waterways demands a new type of research attention.]New approach needed to save Australia’s non-perennial rivers
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